
Sustainable 
party!Cups, lanyards, tableware…

made from Ocean Bound Plastic

I’M MADE OF  
2 PET-BOTTLES

I’M MADE OF  
1 PET-BOTTLE



TOUR CUPS!

Recyclable products made of recycled OCEAN BOUND PLASTIC

DESIGN

PRODUCTION

DEPOSIT

LOGISTICS

QR-CODE

POST-
PRODUCTION

You choose the design of your cup. 
Be it a uniform or a different design 
for collecting – everything is possi-
ble!

We produce your products carbon 
neutral from OCEAN BOUND PLAS-
TIC – free of charge for you!

There is a barcode on each cup for easy 
calculation and payment of the cup de-
posit.

We deliver and collect, rinse and 
store on request.

There is a QR code on each cup 
under which you can read more 
about your personal footprint 
for CO2 saving. This creates 
trust and enthusiasm for a good 
cause!

Lanyards can be made 
of rPET, too – accor-
ding to your design 
and for your event!

I’M MADE OF  1 PET BOTTLE

I’M MADE OF  2 PET BOTTLES

We recycle used & collected cups, thus 
creating a natural cycle. We gladly deliver 
new cups on receipt of order

Individual

For you!

incl. 
service free

FREE CUPS



With every single AWAVE® product

DOING GOOD TOGETHER

The pollution of our nature and the seas has rea-
ched alarming levels, whereby the decisive advan-
tage of plastic, its longevity and robustness, beco-
mes a problem especially in relation to this. A PET 
bottle, for example, takes hundreds of years to di-
sintegrate.

This is exactly where AWAVE® comes in, manu-
facturing products from recycled PET (OCEAN 
BOUND PLASTIC) that can themselves be recycled 
again. In this way, a cycle is created that is exempli-
fi ed by Mother Nature.

• reduces waste

• saves natural resources  

• remains as a material

Advantages of rPET:

Recyclable products made of recycled OCEAN BOUND PLASTIC

With DJ BoBo, AWAVE® was able to win a brand ambassador 
who perfectly embodies and lives its own responsible philoso-
phy: Since his environment has always been very close to his 
heart, he has been involved in social projects for years and is 
thus a great role model for his fans and fellow human beings.

The issue of pollution is also very important to him. DJ BoBo 
and AWAVE® face the throwaway society together and reso-
lutely in order to help creating a healthier, more dependable 
future which is worth living.

• has a signifi cantly lower CO2 footprint   
   than new material and thus reduces 
   emissions decisively!

• saves transport costs, as existing 
   raw materials are used 


